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Criteria for the existence of infinite Sidon sets in the dual object

of a compact group are already known in the cases where the group is

abelian [Z, 37.18] or connected [7] or totally disconnected [4]. This

thesis addresses the existence problem for arbitrary compact groups and

provides a complete solution : a compact group admits an infinite Sidon

set if, and only if, either it admits infinitely many continuous

irreducible representations of the same degree (that is, it is not tall),

or it is tall and contains an open subgroup admitting an infinite higher-

order Figa-Talamanca - Rider {FTR) set.

Membership in these indicators sets, the FTR sets (which generalize

those introduced in [']), is defined in terms of allowable images of

irreducible representations. Indeed, the essence of our methods lies in

the observation that local Sidon behaviour is governed solely by the images

of the representations involved. We therefore extend the usual notion of

Sidonicity by defining a "Sidon constant" for any closed group of unitary

matrices, irreducible or otherwise. Since the allowable FTR images are

compact linear semisimple Lie groups, we are able to make extensive and

explicit use of the representation theory of compact almost simple Lie

groups in investigating the Sidonicity of FTR sets.

In order to establish our existence criterion we consider the effect
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on Sidonicity of restriction to and lifting from closed subgroups,

especially the connected component of the group. In this context certain

projective representations arise naturally, and accordingly we introduce

an appropriate concept of local Sidonicity. Building on results of [3]

we define and heavily exploit a special kind of lifting from a closed

normal subgroup, the Hutchinson lifting, whose peculiar property is that

Sidon sets lift to Sidon sets regardless of the index of the subgroup. In

the estimation of Sidon constants we adhere to the developments of [7],

expending most of our effort in extending results obtained there about sets

on product groups to the more general setting of pre-Hutchinson liftings.

As somewhat of a side benefit our methods yield union and structure

theorems for Sidon sets on a class of compact groups which includes all

connected compact groups. Broadly speaking, every Sidon set on a group in

this class is the union of a set of representations of bounded degree with

a finite union of sets whose elements satisfy a quasi-independence

condition. These results appear in [5].
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